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METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE $00M CONTINUES, BUT PROBLEMS REMAIN

In 1977 Fletcher identlfied the significance of the growth and impact of

/)
city magazines on the local media-marketplace. He reported the findings of a

survey of ublishers and editors of city magazines listed in the August 27, 1976
_,.....4 -- .

se'
Standard ate and Odta Service. (SROS) magazine volume. Forty-eight city

magazines were listed and 36 completedwand returned Fletcher's questionnaire)
)

)

In January 1979, Advertising Age published brief descriptions of the adverting

rates and editorial "ontent of 80 state, city andregional magazines which the
f

editors acknowledge as being "by no means comprehensive."2 Media Decisions pub-

.
lished a relatively comprehensive list of 165 city and state magazines in its

April 1979 issue.3 By May, 1980 the listing under the metropolitan m

C

classification in SRDS had grown to include 125 magazines of whi 115. can

truly be called metropolitan rragazines.4 Most recently, Advertising Age updated

their 1979 report on metropolitan magazines with a new list which included 106

magazines.
5

As these data indicate, the metropolitan magazine boom has continued. Alt

only has the number of magazines in this category increased, blk new and

different kinds of metropolitan magazines have entered the media marketplace.

This growth is partially responsible for the current term "metropolitan" maga-
(

zine as opposed tdthe earlier description of these publications as "city"

magazines. Today, in addition to the standard city magazine, some publishers

have been experimenting with shelter magazines geared specifically to the local

'marketplace and its u ique problems. The "Home/Garden" concept, as it is

called, has been tri d in Houston, Dallas/Fort Worth and several other markets .°)1

Business and sports magazihes that focus on the local scene can also be foundg

among the growing list of local magazi es which fit loosely under the metropolitan

P
(

magazine umbrella.- Also, some metropolitan magazines are not metropolitan at

c., '

all, Curare betteermed state or regional magazils. ExamVes of these

magazines are Down-East (Maine), Texas Monthly and Chesapeake Bay_Magazine



r

(Maryland, Virg)nia,'Pennsylvania,
Delaware. and Washington, D. C.).7 The

common denominator
arilorig-these magazines is that they-are local in their

orientation. And "local"' can mean anything from a town, city or county to

fr a state or region.

In this study publishers and eltbrs of 115 metropolitan magazines, as

listed in SRDS
8
, were surveyed to obtain their perceptions of the place of theirs

publications in the current media marketplace. The publishers and editors were

sent a four page questionnaire which asked about the pature of their editorial

4

and advertising staffs, competitive pressures, and problems they face in

producing a marketable product. A follesup questiovraire mailed three weeks after

the initial mailing 'produced a net response rate of 53 percent. Sixty one

publishers and editors responded, mostly with length answers to the open end

questions.9
if

Interestingly, 33 of the 61 responding magazine publishers and editors had

responded to the 1979 Advertising Arse surrey and 39 of the)61 responded to

Advertisihg Age's most recently published section on metropolitan magazines.

This seems to indicate a responsivehess of the part ofthese publishers and

editors to'complete and return questionfiaires while others apparently are more

reluctant to cooperate. This rejuctance might be due to the relatively small

staffs employed by the publishers coupled with,the deluge of questionnaires they

appear to be receiving. One respondent replied, "This is the 475th questionnaire

I've filled out." The 53 percent response rate would beconsidered strong without /

these qualifications, but looks stronger in light of the current popularity of

metropolitan magazines among survey researcher's.

Reasons for growth. According to SRDS, of the 61 responding 6agazines, 18 were

founded in the\five year period 1975-1979, compared wits 20 in the preceding five

year period and 13 in the period before that. And circulations of the magazines

included in Fletcher's earlier study have increased by an'average of 32.8 percent.

Clearly the growth has come primarily in recent years. Why?

(TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE)
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The s.- lness"-- --arid "sense of community" themes run throughout most of the

fact, no fewer than 34 of the 61 responses mentionedanswers received.

the importance of their type of magazine in covering the local scene, and by .

doi-ng so, appealing to pride in community. Indicative of this line of

reasoning are the following responses:

Burton Cohen of MPLS-St. Paul: .

The good ones are able to target in on their audiences'

specific, community-related interests, while providing the

quality, color and ambience of a national ma'g'azine. They truly

serve readers needs and interests.

Rick Sraetz of Montana Magazine:

H
Because they cover subjects of local interest. . .

people get the feeling that the particular publication is

their own. In Montana, Montana Magazine is considered

"Your Montana."

Charles G. Meyst, formerly of Richmond Lifestyle:

Metropolitan or city magazines provide the only medium

which has the'ca*ility of establishing the "identity and

flavor" of a matket. No other medium. . .has the opportunity

' of position, through both,editorial an'tdesign, to capture

the true "picture" of the market it series.

An interestini contrast is the comment by Paul Lison, of Monthly Detroit,

who observed, "Metro magazines are actually not that new, but current trends

in suburban living and Aanging 146 styles-,of the of

adultsha,e popularized them. People in this age gro

city regardless of its national stature.'

u ni 35-55 year old

identify with their

Joseph Shore of Atlanta yid, "The typical city, magazine reader's

average income is somewhere over $35,000 a year with the median age around 39

and this young, affluent audiencerpresents an jdeal opportunity for marketing

for local advertisers."



°I1)\Tony Petrella of Lansing )agazine'said, "The people tee strive to attract

are those in the upper demographics in terms of income and education. The pre--

4.

calling attitude among publishers is "Class -- not Mass."

Sylvan Meyer of Miami Ma az ne summed it up:

They effectively target-on active, involved and-affluent markets

-and so offer advertisers prospects
capable of responding to major sales

(- efforts high ticket items at a low per response cost. Obviously, 6

people with.money send more than people without money,'fashion con-
/.

scious, style consc ous, style conscious people on the rise spend more

\ than people who could care less.

Joseph Shore sums up t

(,
metropolitan magazines succi ly:

For these reasons,' sel'ectiv'e ad rtising to specific markets,

ke§ing in on the higher income lev s in your area, and local

editorial which appears in these publications, we feel that metro

magazines will be one of the fastest growing categories in 1980.

0 4

Of course, metropolitan magazines might not be able to appeal to the local

jor reason given for the phepomenal growth of

interest\ of a reTatively.upscaled market without a gap in editorial Coverage

left by both nation0 and local media. The ability of metropolitan magazines

to jump in and grab the opportunity t fill this gap is captured by the co7ment

by Agnes Ash, of Palm Beach Life, ho said, "Because wwspapers are not dicing

1

their job. Because regional TV is so baA. Because magazines offer quality print

and advertisers need excellent color to sell quality products.

Remaining Problems. Although the opportunity for metropolitan magazines

is apparent and ma blishers have grasped at the opportunity to run a maga-

zine, many of the problems that existed five ago are still of central concern

to most publishers. The two most frequently reported problems deal with adver-

tising support and circulation. The very things that make metropolitan maga-

zines unique (i.e.,/-Rlectivity) also cause them problems in generating adver

.tising revenue and increasing circulation. The ever increasing expenses of

printing and mailing is problem for all magazines. On the editorial-side,
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just finding good, dependable writers remains a problem. A new problem,

partially dug to the success of metropolitan maga,zines, is colt-petition from

new magazine Wiles in the local media marketplace. Roughly a third of

those respo ding identified advertising support as a majorproblem. Attracting

national a vertisers appears,to be the Most problematic. Persuading national

advertisers that metropolitan magazines are a cost efficient way to reach

the local, affluent market is still a problem to be overcome. This problem

is heightened by the fact that two th rds of the publishers responding indicated

that more than 50 percent of their reverNe comes from advtrtising. The following

responses were typical of most publishers concern.

1

Stanley E. Flink of Connecticut Travels:

Like any other magazine that has been publishing less than three

years, we find advertising suppor the most difficult problem. But

it is one ,we are sure time and-effort will overcome.

Xsephd)rhore of Atlanta:

Adttrertising support is a never ending battle. The major com-

petition for any city magazine is the local newspaper, which gets

99% of all the advertising dollars in the city.

Tony Petrelia of Lansing Magazinr
. +

Like all magazines, advertiser support is -defiriitely the mapr

factor in overall health and growth and success. In today's economy

competition for those dollars is more stringent than ever and requires

greater planning and emphasis.

Thirty seven percent of the publishers responding identified circulation

and distribution of their product as a major problem. This problem area has

several facets. Newsstand cooperation and distribution were mentioned by

many of the larger city oriented metropolitan magazines. Subscription renewals

also appear to be a major problem, especially considering climbing postal rates

and the cost Of using direct mail promotions to obtain renewals and new subscrip-

tions.

7
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John W. Hoffman o Denver Monthly, noted that Circulation is his greatest

problem. He said th t new subscriptions are expensive and that although direct 0

mail is best way to boost numbers, cost is too high.

Monthly Detroit's Paul Lison said that distribution to newsstand dealers

is his major problem. "It is very imprecise and requires great time 'and

attention."

Sylvan Meyer, of Miami Magazine said, "...it is difficult to know the
to

nature of the audience and define in numbers the precise size of our potential

e
reader univens . Building circulation is e ensive and risky and renewals

/

are airs a problem..."

Twenty four pe/cent of those responding mentioned increased ants as a

major problem, especially in light of a weakening'economy and continued

ration. The costs of dfstribution, printing, personnel and paper ha4e '

all hit the magazine industry hard and metrOolitian magazines perhaps the
...

hardest. Since many metropolitan magazines are still struggling to establish

themselves, increasing costs coupled with the problem of advertising support

have made it difficult for them to stay in business. At least one publisher

said that strong financial backing is necessary to get past the first few

money-losing years. The following answers highlight these problems.

Erika Corpron of Commerce Magazine:

Main problems are rising production costs and postal rates.
It is difficult to raise advertising rates every year to cover

increased costs.

H. Allen Fernald of Down East:

Largest problem is rapidly escalating cost of making and delivering

the magazine.. Paper, printing, and postage seem to rise more

rapidly than we can raise prices. Although we have stayed ahead

of the snapping jaws of inflation .over the past three years, I have

my doubts about the future.

ti
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Obtaining bd writers, both freelance and staff writers, con Ines to

be difficult.,, One publisher` noted, in particular, that hiring reporters away

from the local newspaper was ho solution since, as he said, "newspaper

4 reporters are the worst."

Solutions to the problems. When askAd about what they were doing to

solve the problems facing them, publishers' answers ranged from. the humorous.

"we pra a lot," to the honest, "no easy answers." Regarding advertising

support, most mentioned increasing their sales effort, educating advertisers

about their product, and continuing to work on the image and quality of their

magazines. Solutions'to circulation problems included using research to

identify readers' interests, promoting their publications OP radio and TV,

'improving newsstand distribution, increasing specral nterest sections, and

/staying alert to lout trends. To cut down on the xpense of publishipg

their magazines some publishers are conside'ring trimming their staffs, going

tal4a lighter weight paper, and operating on a smaller budget. The solution

that seemed to appear most often in response to a myriad of problems was simply

"working damn hard."

An observation. Although metrop&4itan magazines have found a niche in

the local media marketplace, television, with its new cable technology.?

also discovering that segmenting an audienEe can be profitable. The boom in

, cable technology iseyet to hit hard, but the emergence of "all news," "all

movie," and "all sports" networks is here. It appears that the ma zine

6emat can be transferred'to television. If this is so, metropolitan magazines

might find their competition i& not solely newspapers and other traditional

media: but cable television. As televi;ion cable technology becomes more

cost efficient, television may soon be able to enter the local markets with

a Naxct at least as competitive as that, that metropolitan magazines/now have

a offer.

4,
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The adthors wish to express their appreciation to the publishers and

editors of these maga'zines who responded to the questionnaire.
Aloha, Atlanta, Atlantic City Magazine, Buffalo Spree, Central Florida
Scene, Charlotte Magazine, Chesapeake By Magazine, Chicago Sportscen,
City, Cleveland, Colorado Business, Colorado Woman, Commerce Magazine,
Connecticut Magazine, Connecticut Travels, CraiiTi Chicago Business, D Magaiine,

Dallas/fort Worth Home/Garden, Dayton Magazine, Denver Magazi.e , Denver

.--1
FigfhTS,, Down East, Erie Magazine; Exclusively ours, WisCals , Sold--

Coast of Florida, Houston MagaziKe,Hudson ValleTJacksonvi e .

'Ma azine*, Kansas Olt , Lansing Magazine, Louisville, Louisville Today,
Memphis, Miami Magazine, Missouri Life, MPLS-St. Paul, Montana Magazine,,

Monthly Detroit, Nashville!, New Mexico MagaZine, New Orleans Magazine,,

New Worlds, Ohio Magazine,Orange County Home and Garden, Orange County

Illustrated, Oregon Magazine, Orlando-Land Magazine, Palm Beach Life,

Palm Beach Societal Pictorial, Pijm Springs Life, Phoenix Magazi-
Playsure Magazine, Richmond-Li fertyle, Sacramento,St. Louis, San Diego

Magdzine, San Francisco Focus, Shenandoah, Southern Accents, Texas

Monthly, and Utah HOThay Magazine.
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Atlanta'
Baltimore
Boston
Broward Life

(Ft. Lauderdale)
Buffalo Spree
Central Scene' !

(Orlando)
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland ",
Dallas
D, The Magazine of Dallas
Exclusivey.yours, Wisconsi
Fairfield County

(Connecticut)
Gold Coast Jictorial

(Ft. Lauderdale)
Honolulu 40

Houston
Houston Home and Garden
Hudson Valley
Los Angeles
Louisville.
Metro

(Newport News, Va.)
Miami
MPLS
Nashville:
New Mexico
New Orleans
New Worlds
Drange County Illust rated

(California)
Orlando -Land
Palm Springs, Life

Philadelphia
Phoenix

.41P Pittsburgh
San Diego
an Francisco

. Louis
xaS Monthly

lashingtonian
Westchester
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Growth in Metropolitan Magazine;

Circulations, 1976 - 1980 f

TOTAL,

a

1976 Circulation Total 1980 Percentage Change/

27,613 39,993 + 44.8

15,000 46,677 +211.2

39,971 85,220 +113.2
r

19,700 14,496 , - 26.4

18,000 -204100 " + 11.1

e- 6,500 10,000 + 53.8

154,064- 186,392 + 21.0

14,585 23,947 + 64.2

40,836 52,864- + 29.5

11,103!' 15,000 + 35.1

37,265 60,237 + 61.6

31,753 39,443 + 24.2

26,500 26,000 - 1.9

15,166
26,740

30,000
22,922

+ 97.8
- 14.3

13,472 16 626 + 23.4

'35,006 71 71 +121.6

20,000 2 003, + 19.5

121,117 158 59 + 30.6

8,873 11,140
I

25.5 a

20,303 / 20,237 2 0.3

. 25,900 17,279 -.33.3 it

23,921 39,853 + 66.6

11,148 (23,090 +107.1

1/1,222 72,685 + 2.1

124;545 '40,500 + 65.0

61,247 102,958 + 68.1

2 ,852 16,368 A - 28.4

,104 26,068 - 7.2

0,938 65,431 + 5.6

121,697 136,627 +.12.3
58,061 29,3.79 - 49.4,
38,793 50,767 + 30.9
4,369 46,476 +107.8

- 36,385 36,242 - -0.4

25,000
158,007

A 59,150

. 44,000
247,151
100,874

+ 16.0
56.40

+ 70.5

30,000 271148 - 9.5

1,583,906 f 2,103,720 + 32.8 ,

'-\. Source:" SRDS, August, 1976; May 1980
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